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Introduction 
As archaeologists seek to uncover truths about the past they run into problems 

when only seeking material evidence.  A true, in-depth analysis of a culture from the past 

is made up of both the material and the textual.  At times, contradictions arise between 

the two and problems emerge.  However, it is essential to observe these problems and 

address them through analysis.  The true job of an archaeologist is not only to dig up the 

materials or to conduct extensive research on a specific time period.  The greater role of 

the archaeologists is to reconcile the differences in material and textual evidence to come 

up with a much larger cultural truth.  After excavation, the outbuilding of the Stauffer 

Farm left us with much larger questions as to the purpose of the building.  It was also 

necessary to explore the agriculture of York County and the typical life of the Germanic 

farmer of Pennsylvania in order to address larger contextual questions.  After researching 

the history of agriculture in York County, the lives of Germanic farmers of Pennsylvania, 

and an inquiry into the outbuilding’s purpose as a blacksmith shop, greater understanding 

of the Stauffer property was achieved, leading to the answers of broader contextual 

questions left from excavation. 

History of Agriculture in York County and Pennsylvania: 

Amanda Micieli 
 Since its founding by William Penn, the state of Pennsylvania has earned a 

reputation for its rich agriculture.  Founded in the late 17
th

 century, Pennsylvania’s rich, 

fertile land became a farming surplus.  Pennsylvania leads the nation in farmland 

preservation, with 2,979 farms and 337,611 acres preserved, and York County has 



reached a milestone of 30,000 acres.
1
  York County’s farmlands remain well preserved 

and serve as a reminder of Pennsylvania’s rich farming history. 

 Before Penn and the Quakers settled in what would eventually become the 2
nd

 

state in America, the land was cultivated by Native Americans.  The Lenape Indians from 

the Delaware Valley grew corn while the Monongahela Indians of the upper Ohio Valley 

grew corn, beans, and squash.
2
   The areas of York and Lancaster also became a popular 

destination for German immigrants to participate in farming.  They are also credited with 

the invention of the Pennsylvania style barn, as well as introducing crop rotation to the 

local residents of Pennsylvania.
3
 

Over time, participation in Pennsylvania’s rich agricultural enterprise developed. 

During the years leading up to the American Revolution, many families worked their own 

farms instead of using hired labor; apprenticeships were very common in colonial times 

and served not only as a source of labor, but also as an opportunity for mentors to educate 

younger citizens in the trade.  Farming was advocated by many in Pennsylvania during 

the Revolution Era; in 1785, the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting Agriculture was 

formed and became the first American organization that was dedicated to agricultural 

reform.
4
  Over the span of a century starting in 1820, farming became revolutionized be 

new equipment.  In the early nineteenth century, two men from Bucks County, 

Pennsylvania, invented a cast iron plow that became a success with farmers; in 1842, 

Andrew Ralston patented a thresher that threshed and cleaned harvested grain in one 
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operation.
5
  The new technological developments in agriculture led to more availability 

of educational resources to farmers.  The Agricultural College of Pennsylvania, which is 

now Penn State, was founded in 1862, and led the movement towards public education on 

the scientific methodology of agriculture, and the Board of Agriculture was founded in 

1876 to oversee the proper use of scientific methods in farming.
6
  

During the pioneer era, the chief crops grown in Pennsylvania were wheat, corn, 

oats, rye, barley, potatoes, fruits, and hay; the farmers would sell their fresh fruits, 

vegetables, and meats to the townspeople at farmers’ markets as well as from wagons out 

on the curbs.
7
  The first farmers markets in Harrisburg were set up in 1785, soon after the 

town was built.
8
 Changing trends in eating habits during the early 20

th
 century led to an 

increase in dairy production and the growth of farm trucking gave growers a way to send 

their produce to urban markets. 

 One of the largest and most important farming areas in the state of Pennsylvania 

is York County, which was founded in 1749; more than 60 years after King Charles II 

signed the Charter of Pennsylvania.
9
  York was 

originally formed from parts of Lancaster 

County.  The map of York from 1982 shows 

the original boundaries as well as temporary 

boundaries and the approximate dates and 

divisions of townships, including Monaghan 
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Township, which was established in 1745; cities include Dillsburg, where the outbuilding 

is located.
10

 York County’s fertile land allowed for the growing of an abundance of 

different crops.  Since its beginning, York and Pennsylvania in general were leading 

areas of New England for agriculture.  From its settlement in 1681 to the years leading up 

to the American Revolution, Pennsylvania’s two leading crops were wheat and corn; 

hemp, rye, and flax were also important crops.
11

  Pennsylvania is also the fourth largest 

dairy-producing state in the country.  York County remains a top agricultural 

powerhouse.  Not only does it rank third in the value of grown vegetables like sweet corn, 

beans, and peas out of all the counties in Pennsylvania, but York County also houses 

three of the largest potato chip plants in the state.
12

  York County is also recognized for 

its growing of fruit, poultry production, and use of livestock.  York County remains the 

home of America’s oldest agricultural fair. The York Fair was started in 1765 when the 

Penn family gave the residents of York County to exhibit their produce; after a temporary 

discontinue, the fair was revived in 1853 and has occurred annually ever since.
13

  All in 

all, the agricultural founding of Pennsylvania impacted our nation and continues its 

impact on the nation’s agriculture.  The fertile ground in York and many other parts of 

the state has provided sustenance for many years and continues to provide even today 

Germanic Farming of Pennsylvania: 

Caroline Wulf 
Pennsylvania was first settled by poor immigrants from Germany.  Farmers by 

nature, the Pennsylvania Germans had close ties to the land, and Pennsylvania's rich soil 
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and rolling hills provided ample opportunities to prosper.  They were known for their 

efficient faming methods, “...the farmers tilled the soil intensively, rotated crops, 

manured, and strove continually to maintain and increase the fertility of the soil.”
14

  They 

rotated between corn, wheat, oats, and hay in order to keep the ground fertile.  The whole 

family had responsibilities on the farm, each doing what they could in order to ensure 

success.  Pennsylvania Germans were devout Protestants, diligent workers, and honorable 

people who used the Pennsylvania countryside to the best of their advantage.
15

 

 Pennsylvania Germans were very self-sufficient people.  Their worlds consisted 

of their family unit, their farm, and their township.  Living very frugally, they used every 

resource available, “They never threw anything away that could be used or reused.”
16

  

Everything that could have multiple uses was utilized.  Milk and eggs were both sold and 

used by the family.  Animals were often trapped and their hides sold. Ralph Hoffman, a 

man whose family lived on the Stouffer Farm from roughly 1937 to 1951, identified a 

trapping tag found in the furnace of the 

outbuilding.  The slender tag, which was labeled 

with Guy Hoffman's name, was used to distinguish 

one trap from another.  Families were also self-

sufficient domestically.  When a member came 

down with a fever or stomach ache, the females were the doctors, often using home 

remedies as cures.
17

  Part of the reason Pennsylvania German farmer were successful was 

due to the face that they were so self-reliant.  
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 In order to ensure efficiency, the responsibilities on the farm were split up by 

gender and age.  Males did the heavy labor, such as clearing land, planting and harvesting 

in the fields, and caring for the livestock.  Fathers set the example of a hardworking 

farmer, handing down their knowledge and experience to their sons who would one day 

have land of their own.
18

  Females were responsible for work both inside and out.  Their 

domestic work consisted of tending to the garden, preparing meals, spinning clothing, 

and milking the cows.  Their more intensive jobs included making candles and soap, as 

well as canning fruit and vegetables.  When a woman wasn't doing the household chores, 

she would often be alongside her husband working in the fields.  Raising children was 

also a large part of a female's job.  She instructed her children the importance of 

accepting their responsibilities on the farm and in the family unit.
19

 The tasks and duties 

of males and females differed greatly, however both required hard work and were 

necessary for success.  

 A farm and family's survival depended on the hard work of every family member, 

including children.  Pennsylvania Germans often had large families because children 

were considered economic benefits.  Most people were too poor to have hired hands, and 

since slavery was condoned, the work on the farm was left to the family members.  As 

soon as children were able, they were put to work.  At first they did small chores, such as 

carrying water, emptying ashes, and collecting eggs.  However, as their age increased, so 

did their responsibilities.
20

  Hoffman can recall milking the cows, spreading manure, 

working in the fields, and cleaning the stables.  On top of the chores at home, children 

also attended school.  They would rise every day before dawn, complete their morning 
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chores, attend school until three o'clock, and return home to do more chores.  This style 

of work was often referred to as working “from dark to dark.”
21

  It was necessary for the 

entire family to carry their weight on the farm, which created a strong, inter-dependent 

family unit.  

 The number and kinds of buildings found on farms varied from family to family.  

However, there were certain buildings that were universal to all farms, such as a barn and 

an outhouse.  The washhouse was also among such buildings.  The primary use of a 

washhouse was to clean clothes, however, in the winter months it was also used for 

domestic chores.  During these months, food such as nuts and onions were stored in lofts.  

The size of a washhouse varied with the families needs, but were often rectangular of 

square rooms located close to the kitchen or porch of a home.  Many had a stone or brick 

chimney stationed in the middle or at one end of the room.  The children and the females 

were responsibly for doing laundry, which began as only a seasonal event, but became 

more frequent over the decades.
22

  

 Such a washhouse was most likely found on the Stouffer Farm as well.  Hoffman 

recalls clearly that when his family lived on the farm they used the east side of the 

outbuilding as a washhouse.  This seems very probable, seeing as the farm's outbuilding 

meets many of the requirements of a washhouse during that period.  The outbuilding has 

a concrete floor, which was added to many washhouses during later generations, and also 

has a large brick chimney located on the wall separating the two rooms.  The latter found 

in the furnace shows that the loft was in use at some point, where many foods may have 

been stored for the winter.  Often, washhouses can be dated by the number of windows 
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and the size of the windows.  Hoffman claims that the family made no changes to the 

building when they bought the farm
23

, which lends to the conclusion that the building 

was utilized as a washhouse prior to the Hoffman family's occupation of the property.  

The full use of the building is may still be a mystery, but it seems safe to say that at one 

point it was used as a washhouse.  

Stouffer Family History: 

Andrew Ausel 
 Abraham Stauffer moved to York County in 1764.  He moved from Cocalico 

Township to York when he purchased 3 tracts of land on the branch of the Bermudian 

creek from Reverend Richard Peters of Philadelphia.
24

  In 1792 Abraham purchased land 

from Patrick Vance, which he then divided up between he and his two son-in-laws John 

Metz and John Shetter.  Stauffer had one other 

son, Jacob, but he was only 4 years old at the 

time.  The one-third that Stauffer kept from that 

purchase was used for “the flouring mills”, 

which he built about 1793.
25

  Stauffer was a 

tax collector in 1771 and supervisor of Highways for Monaghan Township from 1775-

1779.  These two roles accompanied by the flourmills he allegedly ran in the later portion 

of his life suggest that Stauffer was an odd-job man.  The Stauffer family was a strong 

member of the Brethren Church, locally referred to as the Dunkards (because of their 

practice of dunking the entire person during baptism).  He was a strong religious man and 

well rounded vocationally, Abraham Stauffer may not have been a blacksmith, there is 
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little textual evidence for us to believe him to be one, however, he did participate in 

multiple jobs and was a very diverse man. 

Typical Blacksmith Shop: 

Andrew Ausel 
 When observing a typical blacksmith shop of the 18

th
, 19

th
, early 20

th
 centuries 

there are several aspects that are consistent throughout.  There are most definitely aspects 

of the blacksmith shop that align with the Stouffer outbuilding, which will be observed 

later.  But first the discussion of a typical blacksmith shop comes from the second edition 

of Blacksmith Shop Practice, produced by the Pennsylvania Farm Museum of Landis 

Valley.  Within this book, the authors discuss the typical make up of a blacksmith shop.  

There are several characteristics that jump out to the reader when considering the 

outbuilding of the Stouffer Farm. 

 1) A stone foundation is ideal.  The book says, “Where a rock bottom can be had 

very little preparation for building is necessary, but where building has to be done upon 

sand or clay or swampy ground it is important that the foundation be made thoroughly 

solid.”
26

  Stone foundations were necessary for a blacksmith shop, especially those that 

were undergoing heavy to medium forging.  The pounding the foundation took would 

crack or break if its foundation was not made out of stone.  In an archaeological context 

this makes blacksmith shops, even those that have fallen down, easier to find because it 

was necessary for the labor that was being done. 

 In the case of the Stouffer outbuilding it is evident of a stone foundation but not 

the entire way through the building.  This may be disheartening when trying to prove the 

existence of a blacksmith shop, however, it is important to consider that the building does 
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not fit this facet of a typical blacksmith shop.  This may be discouraging however it does 

not disprove the theory.  What if stones were used in other places throughout the property 

and the need for them at the shop was not crucial? What if the shop only did light forging 

and a heavy stone foundation was not necessary?  There are clearly more questions that 

need to be addressed. 

 2) Typical blacksmith shops of the 19
th

 century had a second room that was most 

often connected to the workshop. “The foreman’s office and the room used for special 

tools, fixtures, formers, welding compounds, etc., should be connected if possible, and 

located centrally in a position from which the 

whole or the greater part of the shop could be 

easily seen and if possible near the door that is 

used the most part.”
27

  This office functioned 

as the place to run the business and keep items 

stored for the workshop.  This means that the 

office would most likely be attached to the work area due to the fact that items stored in 

the building were needed for labor in the workshop.   

 In regards to the outbuilding, it is obvious that there are two rooms.  Evidence 

leads us to believe were constructed at the same time.  The question of what the second 

room would have been used for is now answered.  It was typical of blacksmith shops to 

have two rooms, one for business and one for work.  This evidence helps us to better 

understand the east room as well as draw conclusions for the west room. 
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 3) Forges must have three sides accessible. “Work is often of a shape that can be 

handled to advantage on forges with at least three sides accessible.”
28

  Forges or furnaces 

where the items were heated would need to have at least three sides accessible.  The 

purpose of this was to maximize accessibility and productivity of each forge.  As more 

and more needed to be heated the more area to place things in the coals the better. 

 The Stouffer’s would have been able to utilize this aspect of their furnace as it 

was built with three sides accessible.  Built into the east wall of the west room in the 

outbuilding this furnace would most likely have been used as a forge.  According to 

Ralph Hoffman, from a personal interview, there 

was a bellows present “on the other side of the 

hearth”.  Referring to the left side of the furnace.  

The presence of a bellows is a necessity in a 

blacksmith shop for making the fire hotter.  

Hoffman was sure that it was an old Blacksmith shop because he said that his father 

would try to use it but he didn’t know how.  Ralph Hoffman’s testimony provided us with 

an understanding that the proper components of a blacksmith shop were there however it 

was not utilized while his family was in possession of it.  There were multiple families 

that owned the property before the Hoffman’s but which family belonged to the 

blacksmith?  The Hoffman’s owned the property from 1937-1962 and we know that the 

building was not used as a blacksmith shop at this point in time.  In “Blacksmith Shop 

Practice”, the author talks of shops with multiple forges, implying that in the early 20
th

 

century, (book was written in 1910) blacksmith shops were typically larger than one 

forge.  Further, referring back to the section on the Stouffer family history, there is little 
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textual evidence to support the notion that Abraham Stouffer used the outbuilding as a 

blacksmith shop.  All of this suggests that use of the outbuilding as a blacksmith shop 

ranges from the early to late 1800’s.  

Conclusions: 

 Archaeological interpretation is just that, interpretation.  And although we may 

have reason to believe that we have come up with the correct conclusions concerning the 

Stauffer outbuilding and property, there are still flaws within our theories.  Often an 

archaeological site presents questions and contradictions that require further research.  

The job of an archaeologist is to look at the evidence and propose the most logical 

conclusion concerning the role of a building or a property within the society of its day.  

After researching the history of agriculture in York County, the lives of Germanic 

farmers of Pennsylvania, and an inquiry into the outbuilding’s purpose as a blacksmith 

shop, greater understanding of the Stauffer property was achieved, leading to the answers 

of broader contextual questions left from excavation. 
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